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Chapter 1453
Eh?
The whole audience was stunned.
Wen Ren Qingxin came back with Wiliam, and the relationship was good.
Before, he jumped all kinds of feet for Wiliam’s affairs, and even stunned Wenren Tianqing.
It was like a different person today, wishing Wiliam would be beaten to death on this stage?
Did the two confuse them?
Or, the relationship between the three has become delicate?
Thinking of this, everyone looked at sisters Wiliam and Wenren strangely.
But Li Nianyi was inexplicably twitched in his heart.
What is this familiar sense of sight?
What always feels wrong?
It seems to be pitted by people who hear about it.
However, Li Nianyi couldn’t think of any problems, not to mention that Wen Ren Qingxin swore to the
heavens, there should be no falsehoods.
And the realm between himself and Wiliam was placed on the table, let alone fake.
In the face of strength, no matter how many conspiracies and tricks are scum.
Thinking of this, Li Nianyi regained his confidence and said with some complacency: “Then thank the
second princess for your trust, have you heard Wiliam? In order to better test your potential, I will try
my best. You really can’t hold it anymore, you can beg for mercy on the spot, and I will naturally stop.”
Wiliam didn’t even look at Li Nian, but looked at Wenren admiringly.
This stuff, the skill of stirring the shit stick is getting more and more diligent.
Where do you go, where do you stir?
I’m afraid I’m going too smoothly.
But Wiliam didn’t want to say anything about it.

Before he forged his bones, he could fight against the half-step congenital warriors, and it was not a
problem to sling Li Nianyi.
Now that the bone forging is completed, he can break through to half a step innate at any time, and it
is even more effective to deal with Li Nianyi.
Wenren loves Wiliam and knows his roots, that’s why he stirs shit unscrupulously.
Li Nianyi didn’t know anything about it. He only thought that there was a problem with the
relationship between the three of them, so Wen Renqing wanted to use his hand to teach Wiliam.
He even knew that Wiliam was not good at strength, but his bad temper was very hard.
That’s why Li Nianyi deliberately said that he would beg for mercy if he couldn’t hold it.
He expected that Wiliam wouldn’t be able to hold it anymore, but because of face issues, he wouldn’t
beg for mercy right away.
In that way, wouldn’t it be possible to abuse this kid for a while, why not be happy!
At this moment, he wanted to hook his finger at Wiliam and yell that you come here!
“Okay, let’s do it, but I would like to emphasize again, the performance of martial arts is ruthless, and
the children are affectionate. You have to hold your feet.” Wen Ren Tiange saw that Wiliam also had
no objections, so that was the case.
“Okay, those two are on stage. The rules are very simple. On this side of the martial arts stage,
whoever falls out of the field, can’t get up, or admits defeat on the spot, is considered to be the
winner, do you understand?” Wen Ren Tianqing told the two of them. Said.
Wiliam stood in front of Li Nianyi and nodded.
The simpler the rules, the better, and save trouble.
Li Nianyi also nodded arrogantly.
“Okay, then the game can start.” Wen Ren Tianqing said.
Li Nian smiled slightly and raised his chin forty-five degrees, just about to say something to Wiliam.
But suddenly his eyes stunned!
A fist as big as a casserole hit it so straight!
“Fuck it!” Li Nian didn’t even have the thought of doing anything at all, thinking about stern words.
Seeing the casserole fist getting bigger and bigger, he deliberately wanted to step back and dodge.
But something strange happened.
His legs seemed to be pinned, he couldn’t move at all!
Or maybe, it’s being pressured by an inexplicable coercion to make it impossible to move at all!

Only had time to scold a swear word.
“Bang!” Li Nianyi’s body was in full view, like a sack flying upside down, and instantly fell onto the
court.
There was silence in the audience!
Everyone looked at Wiliam stupidly, but didn’t know what to say.
This punch was so sudden!
They didn’t have time to observe carefully!
As soon as Li Nian flew out, the winner was divided.
What a special thing!
Everyone felt like they were being held down by a stone, and they couldn’t make complaints even if
they wanted to complain.
But Li Nian didn’t react until he fell to the ground.
His face instantly turned into pig liver color, and his whole body was furious!
young people! Don’t talk about martial ethics!
It turned out to be a sneak attack!
Completely shameless!
He got up from the ground and yelled at Wiliam: “Wiliam! You despicable and shameless fellow! You
attacked me! It’s really shameful!”
Other people also reacted and cast disgusting eyes at Wiliam.
It is indeed out of dignity to attack in front of so many people.
But Wiliam smiled and asked, “Did you announce the start of the game just now?”
Eh?
Li Nian was stunned, as if the voice of Elder Wen Ren Tianqing just announcing the start of the game
echoed in his ears.
The game really started wrong.
but!
What a special scene, there is still nothing to say!
No pretense!
How can it start!

This is not talking about martial ethics!
“This, this…” Li Nian froze for a long time, without saying a word.
Wen Renqin’s heart is so refreshing!
That’s good Wiliam!
Don’t chirp like a woman!
There is something to say.
Never beep when you can do it.
The single-handed approach is refreshing.
“This doesn’t count! This doesn’t count! I’m not ready yet! Come again!” Li Nianyi finally held back
these words.
He took a stride and jumped on the martial arts stage.
The people at the scene looked at each other.
I don’t know if it is screaming injustice for Li Nianyi in my heart, or it is worthless for Wiliam.
Strictly speaking, Elder Wen Ren Tianqing has announced the start of the game.
Li Nianyi’s prepared words can probably be said before the elder announces the start.
But but!
According to normal people’s thinking, even if the game starts, they should abide by the gentleman’s
style and say something polite to each other.
But this kid, if he doesn’t play his cards according to his routine, it hurts people very much.
Wenren Tianqing’s face was also not pretty.
This has just announced the start, and the winner is quickly determined.
Li Nianyi was too arrogant to be attacked successfully.
Now, all the pressure is on him.
Wenren Tianqing coughed and said, “Then what, it didn’t count just now, start over.”
Wen Renqingqing came out to be fair this time, “Why doesn’t it count? Everyone hears you announce
the rules of the game, and one of them is to lose the game. And you also hear you say start. Now, even
though what Wiliam has done is done, it doesn’t matter. It’s outside of love, but it’s between reason.
Oh, it’s not outside of sentiment, what kind of love do they have. I want to hear why this one doesn’t
count?”
Wen Ren Tianqing’s face stiffened, and he didn’t expect the princess to end up in person.

His mind turned sharply, and finally asked Wen Ren Tianyi for help.
Wen Ren Tianyi said indifferently, “Bidou was only in an instant just now, and it happened too fast to
be ready to judge Wiliam’s potential, and could not achieve Bidou’s true goal, so how can it count?”
Wenren Tianqing’s eyes lit up, so witty!
He quickly said: “Yes, that’s the truth, so it’s not counted just now, let’s start over.”
Wen Renqinqing frowned slightly, just about to speak, but was held down by her sister.
Wen Renqing continued to use her shit-chucking attributes carved into her bones, and said quietly to
Wiliam: “Wiliam, have you heard it? In order to show your true level, this time it will be slow and take
out all your skills. “
Then she looked at Li Nianyi again, full of sympathy, “Li Nianyi, you are going to be broken by your
master. Come on! Hold on!”

